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SOME POST-PERUGIA NIGHTS IN ITALY  
 
by Eric Myers 
______________________________________________________ 
 
[This article appeared in the Aug/Sep 01 edition of JazzChord, along with a review “The 
Australian Stage at Umbria Jazz” written by the American jazz critic Mike Zwerin. The 
Zwerin article can be read at this link https://ericmyersjazz.com/jazzchord-articles-7] 

 
ther than the performances at Umbria Jazz, some of the Australian musicians 
performed in Rome, at gigs arranged by the National Jazz Development 
Office. An event called Australian Focus 2001, where five Australian films 

were shown as part of the film festival L'Isola du Cinema, took place in the open-air 
on the Isola Tiberina, the island sitting cosily between the western and eastern banks 
of the Tiber River, which flows through Rome.  
 
The cultural officer at the Australian Embassy Clelia March has been keen for 
Australian performing artists to be part of this event which is a celebration of 
Australian culture, as well as film. On Wednesday July 18, the Bernie McGann Trio 
arrived in Rome from Helsinki. While the other members of the Australian party 
went straight on to Umbria Jazz, Bernie, Jonathan Zwartz and Nick McBride went 
straight to a Rome hotel and played on the island that night. There they were 
welcomed by the Australian actor Noah Taylor, who starred in the Richard 
Lowenstein film, He Died with a Felafel in his Hand, shown that evening.  
 

 
 
Bernie McGann (centre) and Jonathan Zwartz (right), here pictured with John 
Pochée (who, unable to make the tour, was replaced by Nick McBride) arrived in 
Rome on July 18, and played on Isola Tiberina that night… 
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The following week, on Tuesday July 24, the Michelle Nicolle Band performed at the 
Fontanonestate in Rome. The Fontanonestate is a complex of two open-air 
performance spaces which straddle a marvellous open-air restaurant. The whole 
complex, situated in the Via Garibaldi, is high up on one of the city's famous hills, 
with a lovely view overlooking Rome.  
 

 
 
Melbourne singer Michelle Nicolle: dogged by bad luck...  
 
The Nicolle band included Tim Stevens (piano), Mark Lau (bass) and Ronny Ferella 
(drums), now that Simon Barker had returned to Australia, and Michelle on vocals. 
This gig was dogged by bad luck, and it is hard to dissociate this from previous bad 
luck that has surrounded Michelle Nicolle. She was set to perform to a sizeable 
audience but fate intervened in the form of George W Bush.  
 

 
 
US President George W Bush: courtesy of his visit to Italy, the centre of Rome was 
closed to all traffic… 
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This was the very day that the US President visited the city and, because of 
demonstrations, the centre of Rome was closed to all traffic at the very time, in early 
evening, when people needed to drive through Rome to get to the Fontanonestate. 
Clelia March, Marion Benjamin and I took an agonising one hour and ten minutes to 
take what is normally a 15-minute trip. So, many people scheduled to attend the 
Fontanonestate simply rang and cancelled out, reducing the audience to a handful.  
 
The evening included a small exhibition of Aboriginal paintings curated by two 
Italian art dealers, who were interviewed in a panel discussion by one of the 
Fontanonestate's artistic directors Maria Luisa Bigai. Also on stage were the Italian 
actress Julia Hillebrand, who read from the British writer Bruce Chatwin's travel 
writings on Australia, and the Melbourne poet Emma Lew, who is artist-in-residence 
in an Australia Council Rome apartment for six months, until January, 2002. After 
about 30 minutes of the panel discussion there was a sudden blackout, deadening all 
amplification for the rest of the night.  
 
While futile attempts were made to revive the power, Tim Stevens's trio was invited 
to perform. Michelle Nicolle was not expected to sing but she attempted one number, 
Alone Together, without a microphone. It sounded superb, but that was it. Tim 
(grand piano), Mark Lau (double bass) and Ronny Ferella (drums) played a short set 
of jazz without amplification.  
 

 
 
Bassist Mark Lau (left) and pianist Tim Stevens, who performed with drummer 
Ronny Ferella: testimony to how much jazz has lost through amplification since the 
1960s… 
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It was testimony to how much jazz has lost through amplification since the 1960s. 
The program was a selection of instrumental standards: You Don't Know What Love 
Is, Someday My Prince Will Come, and Beautiful Love. Hearing jazz played in this 
way, entirely acoustically, was a beautiful experience. Mark, a young Sydney bassist 
of 25, who probably has never played in public without a pickup, might be interested 
to hear that his sound was strong in the ensemble sound and, when he took a solo, 
muscular and clear.  
 
In this setting, with a small audience congregated in a semi-circle, there would have 
been the need for only a smidgin of amplification anyway, if it had been available. 
Without any choice in the matter, the music had to make its own way into the air 
and, under the stars, it was splendid.  
 
The following night, the same trio was heard playing on the Isola Tiberina, to 
supplement the Australian film being showed that night: Innocence, directed by Paul 
Cox (with music by Paul Grabowsky). Cox attended and gave a short speech 
(translated into Italian), before the film was shown.  
 

 
 
Australian film director Paul Cox, who gave a short address (translated into 
Italian) before his film Innocence was shown… 
 
The Stevens Trio played before and after the film, this time with Tim on electric 
piano (the logistics of getting a grand piano onto the island were prohibitive). I felt a 
nostalgia for the sound of the previous night. Naturally the trio played very well, but 
here again was the sound that now passes for jazz: the overall volume unnecessarily 
loud, with the piano rather raucous, the bass turned up to booming proportions, and 
any number of microphones on the drums. Will jazz ever regain its essential sound, 
in the face of this onslaught?  


